
Fairy Dust

a. Fairy dust

b. Peter Pan

c. Tinkerbell

d. Neverland

e. First star (instrumental)

f. Second star

g. Fairy dust (reprise)

a. Fairy dust

It's not a fairytale

just a simple story

when I look in your eyes

I can see hell

I don't want to be here

you don't want to see me

we're not alone anymore

no more fairy dust

I kept the dream alive

could not let it go then

when I look in the past

I can see hell

I don't want to be here

you don't want to see me

we're not alone anymore

no more fairy dust

b. Peter Pan

I want you to be out

out of my life

You're just like a clown in

clown in disguise

We both know we're faking

who do we fake

The dream is forever

never we wake

Peter Pan

where you going now

don't you think that

we lost it somehow 

You go back right on track

never my land

I miss you, I won't lie

lie about you

You go now, you show now

show you don't care

I want you to be out

out of my life
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Peter Pan

where you going now

don't you think that

we lost it somehow 

Peter Pan

where you going now

don't you think that

we lost it somehow 

c. Tinkerbell

Tinkerbell go spread

your magic dust

you don't know much about 

the human lust

Tinkerbell go spread

your magic dust

you don't know much about 

the human lust

Tinkerbell

you don't know much

Tinkerbell

about human touch

d. Neverland

Just follow your dream

They make sure 

you won't scream

Neverland

we repeat ourselves

Neverland

we're put on a self

They make it so easy

you can fly

just you wish

Neverland

we repeat ourselves

Neverland

we're put on a self

e. First star (instrumental)
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f. Second Star

The second star to the right

we're gonna be there, 

there to night

the memories, flashing by

we're flying through, 

through the sky

Don't ever look 

back at the past

you never know 

which future lasts

Don't ever look 

back at the past

you never know 

which future lasts

The second star to the right

we're gonna be there, 

there to night

the memories, flashing by

we're flying through, 

through the sky

g. Fairy dust (reprise)

It's not a simple song

nor a simple story

candles burnt one by one

heaven was hell

I don't want to be here

you don't want to see me

we're not alone anymore

no more fairy dust
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